It is just now dawning on many people that there are multiple Congresses and multiple Supreme Courts and multiple Offices of the President. These different offices are sometimes referred to as "hats" --- as in "wearing a different hat today." This saying and the practice of wearing different hats comes from the Office of the Pope. When the Pope wears a skull cap, he is operating in a different office than when he wears the infamous Papal Tiara.

The number of offices you can fill depends only on the number of hats you can wear. Last time I looked, the US Postmaster had seven hats--- seven different offices he could enter and vacate at will, having and manipulating different powers in each of the seven offices. So with this background it should come as no surprise that there are multiple Offices of the President, each with different requirements and different powers. There are also multiple Congresses. And multiple Supreme Courts.

This is because there are multiple jurisdictions involved and multiple constitutional contracts to administer.

We already brought it to your attention that there are three (3) Constitutions:
(A) The Federal Constitution which is called "The Constitution for the united States of America", and which pertains to the missing American Subcontractor.
(B) The Territorial Constitution known as "The Constitution of the United States of America".
(C) The Municipal Constitution known as "The Constitution of the United States".

Each one of these constitutions enables the Federal Government to operate in different international and global jurisdictions, so when the members of "the" United States Supreme Court consider questions pertaining to each of these similar constitutions, they are wearing different hats, and convening different "Supreme Courts" using the same members.

Think of it as football, baseball, and basketball being played by the same group of players. And the same thing goes on in Congress and the Office of the President.

It would be helpful if the people occupying these offices were required to change their hats when they "switch gears", but no such luck.

This is how the members of the Rump Congresses following the Civil War were enabled to continue operating "the" Congress, despite the fact that a third of the Federal Government, the American part, was Missing in Action. And still is.

They simply operated the Territorial and Municipal offices of Congress instead of the offices of what is called the Federal Republic --- switched hats, and carried on, leaving the actual Federal Government intended by the American People sidelined.

Because all three constitutions are very similar in wording and appearance and envision the same basic intent, the loss of a "hat" was survivable. Because the Federal Government has always survived on purloined credit and revenue from the regulation of alcohol, tobacco, and firearms, the financing was only tricky on the front end ---- the Territorial Congress is not allowed to issue actual asset-backed money, only military script.

Enter the Federal Reserve Board and Federal Reserve (Promissory) Notes. The Municipal Congress authorized at Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 has a different problem.
Operating as a plenary oligarchy, the Municipal Congress can issue asset-backed money, but they are severely restricted geographically, and supposed to operate only within the "one mile square" afforded to the Municipality of Washington, DC.

Enter the Petro "dollar" and all the various evils associated with that. Also enter the evils of Municipal corporations, like Microsoft and NYC, INC., which have extended the reach of the Municipal Government into the American heartland and around the world, and allowed this Band of Brigands to usurp not only our government, but on all the other governments worldwide.

The so-called Two Party System is a result of the two Federal Subcontractors battling it out --- the Territorial Corporation (Military) and the Municipal Corporation (Federal Civil Service) --- equals the Republicans v. Democrats.

And now you see why there are persistent rumors of "Civil War" breaking out, as these two factions push each other back and forth, striving for dominance.

When you put this into context you can also see why we have two brands of every "Federal" agency and department --- the Municipal FBI and the Territorial Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Municipal IRS and the Territorial Internal Revenue Service, the Municipal DOL and the Territorial Department of Labor --- and so on and on.

The truly interesting part of all this, is that both choices are foreign governments with respect to us. They are operating a foreign political system on our shores while appearing to be our government--- when in fact they are only Subcontractors of our actual government.

All this frou-frou of elections and political parties is about our Federal Subcontractors, and who runs them. It's not about us.

This confusion, deceit, and constructive fraud has been enabled and promoted and made possible by the members of Congress wearing different hats --- and simply not telling anyone.

The Territorial Government makes its money on war and by selling our young men and women as cheap mercenaries. The Municipal Government makes money via commercial fraud and manipulation of child labor contracts, administration of trust assets, and commandeering currency and commodity markets.

We've been the victims, targets, and unwitting participants in the greatest confidence racket scheme in world history, and it has all been made possible by the members of Congress wearing different hats.

And now we come to the important part: what to do about it.

Go to: https://theamericanstatesassembly.net/ and get started today.
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